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Televes is a ‘wealth generating
business in Galicia’, according to
the Ardán 2011 Economic Report
Santiago de Compostela, 6th October 2011. The Ardán 2011 Directory and Economic Report of
Galicia, published recently in its book version by the Vigo Free-Zone Consortium, includes Televes
among a small number of companies rated as generating wealth in Galicia. The report also dedicates
a report to the company, of which it highlights the strategy to promote its international profile, with a
strong commitment to the German market and the Eastern European markets.
The Ardán 2011 Report identifies as generators of wealth in Galicia those firms which, even in times
of crisis, have demonstrated excellent management and outstanding capacity to create value added.
In this way, they generate wealth which will benefit the actual company and its interest groups:
shareholders, employees, suppliers, Government, etc.
Ardán 2011 indicates that it has constructed the indicator by making it pivot around the generation of
value, particularly around value added, that is, on the economic result after the deduction of taxes
and the cost of resources, both own and borrowed, required to enable the company to operate. The
criteria that a company must meet in order to be considered a high generator of wealth are as
follows: To have positive EVA (Economic Value Added) during the analysis period, which in this case
ranges from 2007 to 2009, and to have recorded in 2007 an EVA of more than 150,000 Euros, in
order to rule out companies with minimal value generation. Finally, the growth of the EVA must be
10% during the three years of the study.
With these premises, the report detects 97 wealth generating companies in Galicia, out of a total
sample of 18,800. This way, despite the fact that these firms represent just 0.5% of the total, they are
capable of generating 8.15% of the income and 10.6% of the total value added of all Galician
companies as a whole. Ardán 2011 highlights that “its greater professionalization and training, its
internationalization, its interest in cooperation, its firm commitment to innovation and accurate focus
on the market and the customer have allowed it to tackle the changes in the environment and
situations like the current one without reducing its level of competiveness”.
About Televes
Televes is a leading global company, focused in the design, development and manufacture of
systems and products associated with telecommunications services for the home, and specialised in
broadcast, reception and measurement of the radio-television signal. The company is headquartered
in Santiago de Compostela (Spain), where it was founded in 1958. At present, Televes is the head of
a Corporation of technological firms with a commercial presence in over 80 countries. It has 20
industrial and services subsidiaries, nearly 800 employees and more than 200 Industrial Property
registers (European Patents, National Patents, Utility Models, etc.).
Over its more than 50 years of history, Televes has played a vital role in the decision making
processes that have defined the telecommunications sector. Televes has been a numbered member
of the Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) project since 1995, closely collaborating with the goal of
developing the standards of the new digital television.

